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Front-Door Stations for Standard Systems of Door Communication
Front-door Stations for Building Communication

- **Flush-mount front-door station**
  - Suitable for all buildings
  - For surface-mount installations where a surface finish and design are desired

- **Posts PSE**
  - Provide access to an additional number of functions

- **Posts PSD**
  - Custom-made variations, i.e. with 20 mm sections

- **Larger residential and business buildings**
  - Available in various anodized colours
  - Can be combined within one post

Intelligent Product Network in the in-house System

- **TCS**: Integrated Building Communication System
  - Offers an adequate solution
  - Can be implemented from the code lock to the complex and integrated building communication system

- **Call systems**: Concierge systems as well as alert and condition messages can be implemented with this module
  - Systems such as concierge systems as well as alert and condition messages can be implemented with this module

- **Call, Report and Concierge Systems**: Fault and condition messages can be recorded and reported, and gates, doors and windows are operated via fixed and radio networks or the internet.

- **Call systems as group call, mobile phone etc.**
  - Can be used globally

- **Announcements**: For groups or all residents
  - Can be redirected to mobile phone
  - Concierge stations with day/night circuit, call

- **Security Control**: A comprehensive solution can be offered
  - A comprehensive solution can be offered

- **Surveillance**: Video image on PC with TV-card with video image on PC with TV-card
  - Video System
  - Central pillar as a carrier for the audio and video system

- **Access Control**: Can be tailored to individual customer needs
  - Can be tailored to individual customer needs

- **Service Devices**: For the simple, quick and cost-saving inauguration as well as for easy maintenance of TCS-systems.
  - As part of the service device TCSK-01

- **Data exchange**: Can be linked to the TCS:BUS via interface
  - Can be linked to the TCS:BUS via interface